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Abstract

The well known divergences due to the energy conservations in the

intermediate states are considered, from the point of view of the graphical

structure and of the丘eld reactions.

S 1. Introduction

ln c6ntrast
to the ultraviolet divergence, the low frequency divergences

due to the coincidence of poles in trarlSition matrices or in transition probali-

ties in the q11antum 丘eld theory are generaIIy regarded as a defect of the

perturbation theory. These di氏culties should disappear in principle. Eow-

ever, they stand sometimes in the way of computational works with the

Feynman-Dyson's covariant S･matrix formalism, especially in the process

involving mesons. Therefore, the special discussion of these divergences is

also a matter of practical importance.

In quantum electrodynamics, the low freqllenCe divergences are conveni-

ently classi丘ed into three cathegories; the 丘rst of them appears from the

single pole of matrix elements corresponding to the energy conservation in

the intermediate states. As is well known, the divergences
of this type are

of quite formal nature and they raise no di氏culties, as they are removed by

wellknown procedure of the amplitude-renormalization of the wave functions_･

or by other suitable limitiIlg processes, Such as the principal value evalua-

tion, etc. Therefore, they are out of our considetation. The second type

divergence
originates

from the matrix el占ment which is finite certainly but

not uniformly. A typical example of this divergence is so ca11ed 〃infra･rd

calasty10Ph

”
, that is,

丘nite, but their total

limit. The divergence

in a transition matrix.

the matrix elements of bremsstrablung are certaintly

transition probability
diverges at the low frequency

of the third kind comes from the coincidence of poles

As is well
known, the coincidence of the displaced

poles corresponds to the excitation of the real process or to other competing

processes. Therefore, the divergence of this type is regarded as a
"

resonance

*) The content of the present work was published in Japanese more one or two

years ago, separated to several papers. So, we summarize here our main considerations.
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caiasiroPhe
‥

and theywill disappear whenever the effects offield reactions,

i.g., the effect of radiation damping, 9tC., are

ln the meson theory, it is evi-

dent that no infra･red catastrophe

can appear on account of the non-

vanisbing meson mass. The reason

why this is so is readily seen if we

note the fact that the infra･red

catastrophe originates from the

vanishing energy denominators in

the perturbation theory. As a simp-

1est example we consider the process

of bremsstrablung in

real emission of a

the transition from

state ♪ into a free

Fig.1. As the

quantum k on

free particle

state P-k is

prohibited by the conservation law,

the matrix element of this process

is
certainly 血ite, except only for

one case k-0, where the energy

denominat:or
of t:he intermediat:e

propagator vanishes. The element

is 丘nite in almost everywhere,

however, it is not uniform. But in

the corresponding meson process,

k-0 is excluded by non-vanishirlg

meson mass. Tbis is the reason

why n() infra･red catastrophe ap･

pears in the emission process of
me SOn.

But in the case of the corres･

ponding process of meson･decay

where the-meson b in iIItermediate

state decays into two lighter parti･

cles, a free particle state is allowed

as the intermediate state. There-

fore, new divergence corresponding

(-くゎ)

(- QO)

properly taken into account.
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now consider this
"

infra･red-like caiasirobhe
''divergence. For this purpose,

it is convenient to introduce a Feynman-_diagram
`df

transition prpbability･

This diagram is constructed from two ordinary Feynmantdiagrams GI､and
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G2, a占follows. We define here the conjugate diagram伊of G, which is

obtained by reversals of all direction of the propagating particles in G･ Put

G首at the right edge of

Fig. 2, then we obtain

constructed from Gl and

diagram of
a radiative

Gl and join each lines smoothly as illustrated in

the Feynman･diagram of the transition probabilities

G2. In the same way, we haveFig･ 3as a Feynman-

correction term for the transition probability of the

elastic scattering by an external丘eld of force. Here it is notable that Fig･

2 has the same structure as that of Fig. 3 with different position of the

`'1ine of observaiion‥ (十∞)･ A part of the transition probability, which

results from a cross term of the matrix elements Hl andてH2 COrreSPOnding

to the graphs Gl and G2 respectively,

w- % <HIH2> (1)

is readily obtained from these diagrams according to the usual rules of

Feynman, provided that the 〃inlernal‥ lines which cross the line (十-) in

Fig. 2 mnst be regarded as the out-going free waves in the丘nal state, that

is to say, the observation･ (or projection-) operators to the 丘nal states are

bidden on this line.

The problem of the infra-red catastrophe has been discussed by many

atlthors,1) and clari丘ed that the infra･red divergence appeared in the brems-

strahlnng is cancelled out by that of the radiative correction of the elastic

scattering process. Recently, T･ Kinoshita2) analyzed this problem
in more

detail and demonstrated that cancellations are accomplished term by term

between the parts of transition probabilities
that have the Feynman･diagram

of same structure. Extending his result, it is shown that the same procedure

can be successfully applied
to the case of the infra-red-like calasiroPhe

diver-

gence in the meson･decay process and丘nite rate of decrease
of initial state

probality
is

obtained
in each order approximation of perturbation･ This

method gives, however, no 丘nite results for each one of the component

process･ This sitllation often limits the practical applicability of this method,

inspite of its theoretical interest･ In order to obtain the丘nite result for

each component process, we have to take into account the effects of thefield

reactions, such as the effects of radiation damping. The effect of radiation

damplng is introduced here entirely within the frame･work of Feynman･

Dyson's covariant theory of S･matrix. A covariant generalizatien of Heitler's

theory of radiation damping has been proposed by T. Miyajima and N-.

Fukuda.3) So far as the effect of radiation damping is concerned, -our

1) F. Bloch and A. Nordsieck, Phys･ Rev..52 (1937), 1045 (L)

w. pauli and M. Fier2;, Nuovo,Cimepto 15 (1938), 167･

2)

3)

町Braupbek and E･ Weinma甲, Z･S･ f･

,pflyS･
110 (1938), 360･

T/Kinosh.ita･ Prog･ Theor･ Phys･ 5 (1950), 1045 (L)･

N. Fukuda. and
T. Miy畠jima, Prog. Theor. Ph立s. 5 (1950), 849.
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method gives, of course, equivalent res111ts with that of MiyaJlma and Fuknda･
●

●

The difference consists in the way of taking into account the virtual processes･･

As our method is developed completely in conformity with the Dyson's S･

matrix theory4), it is convenient for the renormalization,
for S･matrix theore･

tical characterization and for application to the practical problems･

隻2. Infra･red-like catastrophe aspects･5),6)

In this section, let us
-show

that the i.nfra･red-likecaiasirobhe
diver如nce

which appeared
in the meson･decay process is removed by the same procedure

as used in the theory of infra･red caiasirobhe. In order to clarify the con

respondence′
to the ordinary infra･red catastrophe, we consider the meson･

analogue of bremsstrahlung, i･ e･ the process in wbicb
a heavy meson (mass

”) decays into two lighter mesons (mass m and m′)
in the course of de且ec･

tion by an externalfield of force V. (See Fig･ 1) In contrast tothe ultra･

violet divergence, the type of the relevant particles is of minor importance･

Therefore,, we may choose the simplest model for each particle without any

loss of generality. As an illustrating example, let us consider a part of the

transition probability, the Feynman･diagram which
is illustrated in Fig･ 4･

using following the simplest model ;

･

u(”) : charged heavy scalar丘eld of mass M

サ(x) : charged light scalar丘eld of mass m

¢(x)
,

: neutral scalar丘eld of mass m'

V(”) : external丘eld

and their mutllal
interactions ;

H(”) -a(U＋＋ ＋U)4･

(2.1)

(2.2)

K(･x) -百uv
(2･3)

K′(x)-手中V (214)

the transition probability WA Of the decay process
”

A”#) is calculated as

wA-諾車去i;≡;2晋J
where (El,,eb, eb)

dPI

eb/
-A

(M2, m2, IL2)

V(P-Pl) I2

[E3-EB,′]EeA′-k-eカーkコ
×

× 8(Eb･-e♪′-A-∈h) (25)

respectively. The integand has two

poles.Asis easily seen, one of them corresponds to the energy conservation

4)

5)

6)
戟)

F.I. Dyson, Phys. Rev. T5 (1949), 1736.

D. Ito, Frog. Tbeor. Pbys. 6 (1951), 1020 (L) and 1022 (L).

J･ EddeD, Proc･ Roy･ Soc･ 210 (1952), 3甲･
The process "A” in Fig. 4 is the samewith Fig･ 2･
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in the int与rmediate state B, in Fig･ 4, and the other corresponds to the energy

甲r)Serration in the intermediate state C･ In the vicinity of these poles, WA

diverges logarithmically and takes the followir)g asymptotic forms.

wA(B)

-諾す去J岩石
V(P-P[) 12

e呈′_A-e;_A
in this case (∈k-Eb′

-e.a,-A) ,

wA(C)-志去J
dK dF γ(P-Pll) 72

2eb-keb,-ken
E31E3′

8(Eb-eb′-A-ek)

eb′-k十ek-範′

8('Ei,-eb-A-∈k)

eb/-k‾eb-A

(2.6)

(2.7)

in this case (e♪′-h≒eかk)

In analogy with the theory of ordinary infra-red catastrophe, let us

examine the transition probability WB Of the elastic scattering process "B
･･

in Fig･ 4･♯♯) In this case, we have to assume the line B as the line
of the

Observation･ WB is calculated as follows ;

wB-諾す去JEPk=漂J若
V(P-P[) t2

×

× a(Eb-Eb, ) (2.8)

Two poles of the integrand correspond to the conservation of energy in the
intermediate states A and B respectively, and the asymptotic forms at these

points are

wB(A-)-諾汗去J
dK dPI

2Eb, eb,-A ∈h

1V(P-P/) l2

e3,_A-e5,_A
in this case (∈k≒Eb-eb,-A)

wB(C)-志去J
dK dF

2Eb, eb-A ∈k

1V(P-F) J2

eS'_A-eを-A

8(Eb-Eb′ )

e.?′-h＋ ∈k-Eb

8(Eb-Eb′ )

eb-k十∈k-Eb

(2.9)

(2.10)

inthis case (∈h≒Eb-eb_A)

Further･ we have to take into acount another process whose Feynman･diagram

is obtained from Fig･ 4, assuming the line C as the observation line. This

is a process of meson･decay accompanied by the double scattering by the

external丘eld, which has no analogue in the corresponding ･photon process.

The transition probability Wc of this process ･･C
”

turns out to be

wc

-志去JEmax君JEk叫

dP 1”(P-P') l2

㌫‾頭禰二高二古一×

×8(Eb-eb_点-∈h)

alld the asymptotic forms at A and B are

榊). The process "B” in Fi宮～4 is the samewith Fig. 3二

(2.ll)
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wc(A)-志去J
dK dF IV(P-P[) 12

2e♪-keb′-kek E82,-E3

in this case (e♪′-k≒eヵーk)

wc(B)-志去J
dKdP[ i-てP-P/) l2

2Eb, eb-k∈h
e2b,-A-e孟_A

8(Eb-bb-滋

ee′-A-eb-A

8(Eb-eb-A
-∈k)

Eb,-el,-A -ek

(2.12)

(2.13)

S7

in this case (eh≒E4,
-eれk)

Comparing th由e asymptotic forms of divergentL integrals. we carl readily

血d out a kind ofパreciprodty relation
”

h'olding between them,

WA(B) -- WB(A)

WB(C) --Wc(B)

7Wc (A) -- WA(C) (2.14)

From the view･point of the asymptotic forms of the divetgences, we may

summarize the above results as follows

WA- WA(B) ＋ WA(C)

WB- WB(A) ＋ WB(C)

Wc- Wc(A)十Wc(B)

On account of these asymptotic forms and the

the infra･red11ike catastrophe divergenees are

(2.15).

above reciprocity relatioTIS,

cancelled ollt from the total

rate of decrease of the initial state･probability.

In this way, the divergence appeared in the process of our meson･decay

is cancelled out by simultaneous consideration of the processes of the ela就ic

scattering and of the decay with double scattering. This is nothing bu七く組e

way, by which the ordinary infra-red catastrophe has been removed. Ther色･

fore, the divergences due to the energy conservation in intermediate states

of the meson process are of the same nature as that of the "infra･red

catastrophe
i'

and they are removed by natural generalization of the method

used in the case of quantum electrodynamics.

Moreover, the above consideration reveals us that the reason why the

cancellations of the infra-redllike divergen'ces are possible, consists in the

validity of the reciprocity relations. Of course, these relations also have

played essential roles in the case of the ordinary infra-red catastrophe, but

we could not n6tice them on account of the over-simpli丘cations of the mecha-

nism due to'the simpler nattire of photons. Accordingly, our methodwill be

extended to more general cases, if we are able to give A general proof df

the validity of the reciprocity relations. In
､order.

to
,give

it, let us cop?ider

a Feynman･diagram of the transition probability of more general form,子､aS,

illustrated in- Fig.守,whereL each one of Gl, G2 and G represQntS arbitrary
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graph･ ･
Referring ■to this graph, the reciprocity relation to be proved′. is

formulated as follows; The asymptotic form of
divergence WA(B) due to

the energy conservation in intermediate st?te B of the process
”

A
”

has just
the same form and opposite sign as the甲ymPtOtic form WB(A) of similar

diverg印Ce due to the conservation in A of the process
=Bり. Assuming

agaip a一l relevant particles are scalar, We
Obtain the following asymptotic

forms after some elementary
-calculations

～

タ才

WA(B)-n
t--1

n

WB(A)-∑
i-1

J蔑,915為
i(Pl,El(Pl)･･･ ; ql, el(ql)- ;)

≡ ej(qj)-≡ Ei(7i)

n

x 8(EiniEial
-,･5

ej(q,.))

irl this case (∑ej≒∑Ei)

J孟,$15為
i('Pl,E1(Pl) ;･･･ ;ql,el(ql)･･･ ;)

(2.16)

≡ Ei(Pi)-≡ ej(qj)

n

x 8(EiniiiGl-

SPI
Ei(PLO))

in this case (∑E≒∑e)

×

(2.17)

These results show that the reciprocity relation

WA(B) -- WB(A) (2.18)

holds. for the most general cases. The possibility of the cancellation of the

divergences due to the energy conservations in intermediate states by means

of simultaneous consideration of related processes is an immediate conse.

quence of this reciprocity relation･ Accordingly, the method once applied to

the cancellation of the infra･red catastrophe is now able to be extended to

pore general cases of such low frequency divergences as arising in the

meson theory.

♪′

P2

Pm

Gl

ト屯) A

F.･g. 5. Ei(Pi)≡y'繭
隻3. Consideration of field reaction

(
B

G2

(-○つ)

富

$2

官77

ej(qj)≡ y'盲誓言誘

In the previous section, it is clari丘ed that the method used in the

theoryr of infra･red catastrophe can also be applied tb Cancellations of the

low frequency､ divergences appearing in the-meson･decay prorcesses. However,
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we conld have only a血ite rate･ of
decrease of the initial■state･amplitude･

The transition probability of each component process Which transfers the

system in its initial state into each血al state is still divergent, tberefore･

we.could
have no information about these component proteSSeS･ This- situa･

tion limits considerably the applicability of this method,. inspite
･of

their

theoretical interest. In order to obtain a丘nite result for each component

process, the effects offield reactions must be taken into account･
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-.(1) general survey

Let us

･begin
with a simple example; the double decay process of mesons,

in which a heavy- meson (mass- M)･･ decays･into- two lighter mesons (masses
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､

･m and -m/) and then one of them (say･ ,mass
m,)

decays into tw6 lighter

mesons (mass Iムand /▲′)･The､Feynman graph of this process is illustrated

in Fl'g･ 6･ According to the perttlrbation theory'the lowest order approxi-

mationL bf the total transition
probability diverges at the point which cor-

responds to the free particle state of the intermediate particle m. As men.

sioned above･ theヰdivergence
of this type is

of the same nature as that of
the infra･red catastrophe in quantum electrodynamicsland･wi11 be removed

by the same method.

Apart from the divergence･problem, however, the description by the

lowest order approximation of perturbation i軍eXpeCted to be qualitatively

very incomplete･ Because, unstable mesons are fated to decay sooner or

later･ and they will certainly decay into lighter mesons in a very long lapse

of time･And whenever the rate of decay
of the intermediate meson m

is greater than that of the creation, the rate of the total process will be

determined by the decay
probability of the mother meson 〟 alone, that is,

the S･matrix element of the total process M)m十m′-m′十Fb＋FLlwi11 be in

the limiting case independent
of the detailed forms of the interaction operator

describing the latter
process m-p十Ih[. It is probably

such situations by the lowest order approximation

The above situation is clearly a result of very long

the creation of meson m in comparison with their life.

impossible to describe

of perturbation alone.

duration of time after

The transition proba･
bility W-I <FbIL′!H2Jm><mm′ JHI IM> L2icalculated to the 1.west.rder

approximation has its meaning only if the duration of time is ･∇ery small in

co'mparison with the life time･ Nevertheless, if we tend i to in血ity in order
to know about the situation in in丘nite future, 〟 increases beyond all limits.7)

This is nothing but the space･time interpretation
of the infra･red-like cata_

stropbe divergence, as the linear time■ dependence is a result of the energy

conservation in

appear in such

tion probability

From above

by considering

the intermediate states･ Therefore, the divergence will disl

theory as is able to describe correctly the behavior of transi･

of the total process.

considerations, it seems natural to remove the divergence

the effect of damping in the intermediate states. In view of

the characteristic features of damping, it is expected that the situationwill

probably be described by the following natural interpolation, at least as an

approximation.

W-1 <mm′ IHl 1M> l2 (i》llfe)

W-l<FLl^'!H2lm><mm′!HllM>J2i (i≪Jefe) )→W-l<MLHILmm/>I2×

× (1-e-L<mIH2Ⅰ紳′>TLP't) (3.1)

This is not an unfounded expectation･ When the proper
-frequency一､Of

the

7) B･･A･ Lippmann and J. Schwin､ger, Phys. Rev. 79
～(1950),

469.
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meson is larger thatl the. uncertainty of energy due tothe丘r)ite life time

÷･that is, when the particles in intermediate state can be reg?rded as if

it were in its free particle･ state, the whole process may be a series of the

natural radioactivity. In the series A, B, C, of natural radioactivity, the

probabilities ＼of丘nding the atomic nucl占i A, B, C, respectively, nA, nB and

〝c are solutions of the following equation

hA--rnA, hBニーγnB＋rnA, hc-＋γnB

with initial condition

nA(0)-1, nB(0)-nc(0)-0

where F, and γ represe′nt. the transition probabilities of the process A-,B,

and B→C, respectively. The rate of the total process W-hc is calculated as

W-I7(1-e-Yi) (3.2)

This is jtlStthe same form as (3.1). Therefore, the correct theory has to

have a soluti?n which reduces to (3･1) when the inter皿ediat? stat? could be

regarded as a state of free
particle. Such solution is really obtained if we

take into
account the radiation damping in intermediat6 state in accordance

with the theory of Weisskopf and Wigner.S)

(2) damiling e#ecl
in inlermediaie siaie

S1鳩geSted by the above rough consideration, let us consider the correc-

tions of theinternal line by stlCCeSSion of the self･energy loops consisting of

the pair of
lighter mesons IL and FL(, aS illustrated in Fig. 7. Assumir)g all

the particles
are scalar and, their interactions are

Hl-gl中瀬¢¢′十cOnj. H2-g2¢非aa′＋conj. (3.3)

･whereサ,¢,¢′･
a･ and a′ are fields of meson M･m･m′,IL and IL'reヲpectively･

We obtain the following expression as total contribution to S-matrix from all

graphs having the forms given in Fig･ 7.

S=
igl g2 1

(27r)3

where

represents the

vector ♪. The

T(p)≡ g2

1

/

-e_;-A)∈keA+A
P2十m2-i(∈十r(P))

(dkH)

FL2-ieコ⊂(i)-k//)2十pI2-ie]

self energy operator

transition probability

w-悪賢J面諾

(3.4)

(3.5)

of the internal line with propagatiori

W is calculated from above
S･matrix as

1

(12諒)5‾J 16Eb(Eb-∈h
-∈妄_A)∈h∈右_AIP2十m2-3.(_eJr(A)) Ⅰ2

(3.6)

8) Ⅴ. Weisskopf and E. Wigner, Z･S. f･`Phys. E3 (1930), 54 and 65､(1930), 18.
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ln′,the decay process, F(b) is, in general, complex andgiven by

Jr-iF抄)
≡

8榊)＋軌乎
gB

(27r)4∫(dk〝)[-(
8((a-k//)2 ＋

p12)
k[/2十Fb2

十わr2 8((p-k//)2＋p[2) 8(k//2＋IL2)]

十
8(k//2十FL2)

(P-k//)2十Fb12 ).

(3.7)

(3.8)

where the real part 8m2(♪) represents the self-energy of the intermediate

particle contairling a correction of mass, an effect of level･shift etc., and was

a principal matter of concern in the theory of the renormali2;ation. The

imaginary part

iPo乎contains
inthis case a non-vanishing part

γ(9)
- 27T g22∫

dK/( 27T)3

8Po ∈kP(ilo-∈kO)

As is readily seen this is nothing but

8(po-∈ku-∈b-hU) (3.9)

the total transition probability of the

second decay process m-FL十FL(. Putting eb

”

-篭欝J
dP dbo dK

/

16Eb(Eb-Po)∈k eb - A

(∽2十∂∽2(♪))we have

/

8(ek ＋
∈b-A-Po)

(e2b-P岩)2＋(如(P)/2)2
(3.10)

As γ(♪)does not vanish, we
obtain always convergent ”. Thefunctional

forms of 8m2(b) and γ(b) are usually very compll'cated and it is not a simple

matter to evaluate the integral rigoroutly. It is llOt Our present purpose tO

calculate the transition probability exactly, but to verify the fact that the

result is divergence-free and is insensitive to the detailed nature of tbe､

interaction describing the second decay process, whenever the free particle

state is dominant in the intermediate state and the latter decay is much

faster than tbe丘rst. Therefore, we calculate it here approximately in the

case of ``sharp resonance''where ry(カ)is small enoughto replace the argu-

ment 9 of 8m(?) and γ(b) by its resonance value. Then, the evaluation of

the integral is elementary and reduces to

”- 27'g至∫
(dP)/( 27T･)3

8Eb(Eb- eb)eb
2wgZ∫

′

× 8(ei)-∈k -∈.p_A

)/

dK/ (27T)3

8eb ek(eヵー∈k)

ry(?)
2

On account of the de血ition of γ(p), this reduces further to

”- 27'g至∫
(dP)/( 2汀)3

8Ei, eb(Eb- eカ)

This is nothing bllt the tr'ansition probability of ､‾the

X

(3.ll)

(3.12)

decay process of the

丘rst
･step -M1-T>m十m/. -

Thus, tinder the cofldition･･′described above,一the. transi･
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tion probability of the total process is determined by the丘rst decay process

alone, and does not depelld upon the detailed natures of the second decay as

expected before.

(3) iime･ dependence of iransiiion brobabiliiy

Tbe above results are based upon the S･matrix theory and are able to

predict only the situation in in血ite future. The next task is to exa血ine

the time dependence of the transition probability.

The transformation function U[o･, o･oコbfthis process is written as9)

00

U[q, o･o]
- ∑

〟-1∫
0'

dx dx/ dxl dxl/-･dxp dxn/ A(”) A(x-x/) L(xLxl) ×

qo

× A(x1-Xl/) L(x1/-X2).- × L(”,1-1-Xn) A(xn-xa/) B(xn/) (3.13)

where

A(”) -

gl ¢港′(”)サ(”)L(x) --(g2/2)2 DF(X) DL(x)

B(x) -g2 a(”)a/(”) 喜DF(X-X/)≡<P(a(”), a(x[))>o (3.14)

A(x) -喜AIF(X) 喜D;(”-x')
≡ <P(a′(”), a′(x′))>o

or in momentum space, it turns out to be

JOO

U[q,
oloコ∑

〝-0 ∫dp dpl dp2･･･dbn A言.(i･)A(a) Lqq.(a,p1) A(bl) ･･･

×

×

･･.Lqq.(p好一1,9n) A(i･n) Bqqo(pn)

Aqqo-志Jqq?(x)
eibxdx ･ L;o(p･ q)

-去5ニ.i(”-ふ二
β;o

-志i:±
B(”) e‾ibxdx , A(9) -

(3.15)

L(”-y)e‾肋＋iqydx dy (3.16)
)

1

i(p2＋ m2rie)

As the contribution from
-each

one of the loops L;.(b,a) can be written as

(q-qo)

qq.e-

i(A-

q'xdxJ三
L:o'b･ a)

-去Jqqne
we have

OO

U[cr, qo]
- ≡

n･z=0∫

L(5]) ellqydy… ∂qq.(A-q) L(o'-qo)(q) (3.17)

db dbl - dbn 8qqo(A-bl) - 8qo･o(♪n-1-bn) A;o(カ)A(i･)×

× L(q-qo)(91) A(Pl) ･･･L(o'‾qo)(如)A(i･n) B;o(如) (3.18)

where

8qqo(A-a)

-去i:odx
-i(A-a,x -

8(p-q)去Jti.ei'bo-qo'i'di′
(3･19)

reduces to an ordinary 8･functions when the time distance i-io- T is large

enough. As we are interested in the
′e任ect

ofしthe radiation damping, it is

9) D. Ito, a Tanaka and M. Ya皿aZaki,- Pro･g.-T!1eOr.Phys･ T (1952), 128(L)I
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of no use to considerlthe behavior of the transformation function U[q,qoコ
in such a region where the temporaldistance T is comparable withthe life

time旦･ consequently･ -e consider the case -here

mc2≫告≫あ/Tholds･γ

Then
all鍔o(a) may be

repla占ed
by ordinary 8(a), L(q-qo,(?) by

-F(A), and

1ノ

面十L`q-qo'(9)

where

by

i[92十(-2･8ク-,)＋iboヱ㌢]
I

so u[q･qo] beco-es

U[q, qoj
- ∫

(l-

dx dx/ A(”)をap(”-”/)B(”/)
α○

AD(”)

-諾J
eibx

92十(n12十8m2(♪))-ipa γ(♪)/2-ie

-e一書y(b)LAi?(”)

Performing the space integraI, we have

U[q, qo] ;≧ (27T)3A(0) B(0)

･(

J8(PサF7)dPi二:
＋

(3.20)

(d?) (3.21)

d?o/2*

e2b-P喜＋ip.Iγ(p)/2

1-ei(eh'e&′‾Po)i . 1-el'(ek'ek′-Po)(T-i)

)

X

ek十e左-po
■

∈h十∈k/-Po
(3.22)

When the mass ” of the intermediate particle is large, the second･ term is

small enough to be neglected in comparison with the first term in this sharp

resonance approximation. Then,

”(i,

Ej晋J

∫:dpPo

dP dE 1

16E3,(Eb-eb) ∈k∈かk e2b

/

γL YL

(トe-21)2 ＋ 4e‾L2`‾-sin2(a.-eb)-i-
(♪o-β♪)2＋ (γ(♪)/2)2

Using
･the

formula

5＋_:
we have

I

w(i) - 2ヮr
g至∫

(1 ; sin2 P2l-)

a)2 ＋ (γ/2)2

(dP) /(27T)3

8Ei,(Eb- e♪)eL,

a(po-∈h-∈左_A)(3.23)

dw

-号(1
;

(1-e-'2L-))
(3･24)

(1-e-Y(9)I) - ∫dPr(P)(1-e-Y(A)i) (3.25)

This asymptotic time dependence of the transition probability has just the

same form ;s that of (3.1). It is observed here that the effect of the detailed

properties of the second decay is fading away exponentially from the expres-

sion of th占transition probability, and after a long time the expression tends

to the result previously calculated from the S･matrix. Thus, we have

obtained the divergence-free and pbysically acceptable result二
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(4) several remarks

ln the same way as above, the incident line in Fig. 7 must be corrected

as illustrated in Fig. 8. Then, if the rate of the丘rst decay is greater than

that of the second, the detailed nature of the丘rst decay will fade away

from the expression of the transition probability
as if the history of the

creation of intermediate stat:e were completely forgotten. Such situat:ion are

frequently met in the theory of the nllCler reactions, s1ユCb as the compound

nucleus etc., br in the case of the Hohlraumstrahlung and in the Fermi's

theorylO) of multiple production of mesons.

In the nuclear processes, 7TO-meson can decay into two photons through
the virtual as well as the real state. Roughly speaking with our method,

the decay constant % is so
small comparedwith the meson mass mc2 that

the decay process throngb virtual states will be very rare.

n'

tl

7n

初

I

～

＼＼u

＼

Fig. 9. nucleon
line,

m, m/, ” and ”/ are nucleon states.

meson line,リ------ photon line.

K and H are theirinteractions.

Next, we consider the photo･nuclear effect. It is often said that in these

processes the mesons emitted and then re･absorbed in the nucleus play the

important roles.Il一)】2) At high energy, the cross-section depends m()stly on

the character of meson-production only and the detailed nature of meson･

absorption is not important. This is just the e任ect of damping by
absorption,

and will be treat:ed well according to our met:hod. We take here only the

simplest case. (See Fig. 9) The transformation matrix M becomes

M

-JK(x”D(x-X,,
H(x′) - Jd;di K(r＋i,ei'En ‾F去”∫

･ ∫:dJAD(E＋･丁)el''En -Eニ'1
-5

＋ ･＋ -＋

dfH(r＋E,0) ×

+･ +･
_

+･ -＋ う･ _ う･

drdrl K(r) G( r-r[) a(r/) (3.26)

10) E. Fermi, Prog･ Theor. Phys. 5 (1950), 570･

ll) S.Kikuchi, Phys. Rev. 85 (1951) 1062 and ibid 86 (1952) 41.

12) R. Wilson, Phys. Rev. 86 (1952), 125.
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where

+I

G(γ)≡

Assuming

∫

D. Its and fI. Tanaka

oo +･

AD(r, i) e‾iAEldi- 諾i4P

i eib,r

47T r

P2＋ p2-(

ei･b,
r

AE)

(3.27)

P= ir(AE)

the absorbing･source density

11(AE) - AE･ ry(AE)

is uniform in the nuclear radius R,

and after
some approximate calculation we obtain the following form†)･††)

R

l叫2一志I産･郎九(AE)
(1-e-i-) (3･28)

where
1

N ry(AE)
九(AE)-ーv(AE)

' t'＼‾山ノ‾

∂戸
”(AE) ≡+qEi- pM(AE) ≡ V(-j宮戸声

′■■ nヽ

Therefore, a picture of the free path of meson is asymptotically contained

in this problem.

In our above treatment we have considered only
a correction of the

internal line by the lowest order proper graph of self･energy. According to

Dyson's integral equatiorl, Our method consists in the replacement of E# by

its丘rst term ∑2* in the expansion･ So, this may be regarded as one-particle

analogue of theパIadder.approximation ''introduced by Bethe and Sa]peter13)

in their theory of the relativistic two body problem.

1) We expand P

ll) ”(AE)=
a(AE)
lap

in powers of I'(AE)

ba等 some approximate meaning of (group) velocity of mesons･

13) E.E. Salpeter and日.A. Bethe, Phys. Rev･ 84 (1951), 1232･


